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Abstract: Integrating the correlator measurements, I (in-phase)
and Q (quadrature), with position, velocity and attitude from INS
in a Kalman filter characterizes the ultra-tight GPS/INS
integrated system. The Doppler feedback derived from the
corrected INS is fed back to the carrier-tracking loop to remove
the dynamics from the GPS/PL ranging signals, thereby reducing
the carrier tracking bandwidth. This reduction in bandwidth
results in better code and carrier measurements accuracy.
Therefore accurate estimation of the Doppler frequency from the
INS becomes paramount in leveraging the benefits of ultra-tightly
coupled systems. Although the code loops are not directly aided
by the INS derived Doppler in ultra-tightly coupled system,
nevertheless, an accurate knowledge of Doppler information
from INS results in better code thresholds. This improvement in
threshold further increases the accuracy of raw measurements
and also jamming immunity. In unaided mode, the carrier and
code tracking loop bandwidths are about 15 Hz and 3 Hz
respectively, whereas in ultra-tight integration mode the
bandwidths can be reduced to 3 Hz and 1 Hz respectively.
In this paper, the performance of the carrier and code tracking
loops are analyzed. A Software GPS receiv er is used to perform
the analysis. A Costas Loop is used for carrier tracking with an
arctan discriminator function, while a narrowband DLL with a
E-L/E+L discriminator is used for the code tracking loops. A
dynamic trajectory was chosen to analyze the performance of
both carrier and code tracking loops, and the results show
substantial improvement in the performance of the loops in ultratight aided configuration.

I. INTRODUCTION
The integration of GPS (Global Positioning System) and
INS (Inertial Navigation System) are increasingly used in
modern navigation systems as their integrated performance
outweighs the shortcomings of the individual systems.
Though INS is autonomous and provides good short-term
accuracy, its usage as a stand-alone navigation system is
limited due to the time-dependent growth of the inertial
sensor biases [4]. However, if these systematic biases are
calibrated by GPS then the INS solution can be used for
extended periods without degradation. This is the main
justification for GPS and INS integration, and such
integration has been successfully implemented in many
applications.

Initially GPS and INS were integrated in the so-called
loosely coupled mode where the position solutions from
both systems are combined for optimality. This system
level integration, though comparatively simple to
implement, is limited in its applications. Therefore, the
multisensor integration advanced to the next level, the socalled tightly coupled mode where the raw measurements
from the GPS are combined with the INS measurements or
positions [7].
This improved the overall system
performance, however, with an improved insight into the
individual systems, the level of integration moved deeper
into the hardware level which improved the performance
even further. This type of integration is often referred to
as ‘ultra-tight integration’.
Ultra -tight integration, or integration at the signal tracking
loop level, combines the I (in-phase) and Q (quadrature)
measurements from the GPS tracking loop with the INS
navigation parameters [10] [12] . This integration strategy
is more complex compared to the other two modes,
requiring knowledge on the hardware functioning of the
tracking loops. However, the improved performance
justifies the complexity, and due to its benefits, significant
research in carried out in this area. Also, the emphasis is
increasingly on the use a low cost IMU sensor, which can
be utilized in many commercial applications. Unlike in
conventional tracking loops where the feedback signal to
the NCO (Numerically Controlled Oscillator) is generated
within each channel, in ultra-tight integrated systems the
feedback signal is derived from both the individual
channel and the navigation filter. This improves the
jamming immunity and also facilitates a reduction in the
tracking loop bandwidth, hence improving the
measurements accuracy.
In contrast to the other two configurations, ultra-tight
systems have a stringent requirement on the quality of the
aiding signal, i.e. Doppler measurements from the INS, to
the tracking loop [11]. Any deviations from the actual
Doppler results in correlations in the tracking loop
measurements I and Q. As in any other system, if
unaccounted for, these correlations introduce a bias in the
navigation parameters . By appropriately modeling the
bias, the correlations can be removed from within the
tracking loop.

II.

GPS/INS ULTRA-TIGHT INTEGRATION

The main idea behind the ultra-tight integration is that, if
the integration of inertial measurements with GPS can
reduce the tracking loop bandwidth, then the accuracy of
the GPS receiver measurements and the anti-jam
performance of the integrated system can be improved
[10]. However, the quality of the aiding signal is very
important in such an integration strategy, as any bias in the
aiding signal degrades the tracking loop measurements.
Therefore, for optimal performance of the tracking loop,
the correlations induced due to the INS-derived Doppler
offsets should be mitigated. The block diagram of the
GPS/INS ultra-tight integration is shown in Fig. 1.
The conventional unaided GPS receiver uses a 2nd order
carrier-tracking loop with a loop bandwidth of about 12 to
18Hz [7]. But, to receive a dynamically varying signal the
order of the loop should be increased to 3 to reduce the
dynamic stress error [1] [11]. However, the design of a 3rd
order filter is complex, and furthermore it has stability
problems [10]. In ultra-tight systems, as the dynamics
from the GPS signal are removed by the INS aiding, the
filter order can be reduced to 2 and the bandwidth can be
maintained at about 3Hz. Further reduction in bandwidth
is possible if an accurate receiver clock and a navigationgrade INS are used, but they are too expensive to be used
in many commercial applications, forcing a limit on the
bandwidth reduction.
Using an additional sensor such as an INS is attractive in
that it is not only autonomous and a complementary
system to GPS, but also it reduces the complexity of the
tracking loop design for dynamic signals.
The
conventional carrier-tracking loop bandwidth and order are
18Hz and 2 respectively, whilst the code loop parameters
are 3Hz and 1 respectively . The effect of dynamics on
code signals is less due to its lower frequency. In order to
receive dynamic signals, the carrier tracking bandwidth
and order are increased to >20Hz and 3. This complicates
the design and reduces the reliability. With INS aiding the
tracking loops the bandwidth can be reduced to 3 to 5Hz
and the order to 2, and still be able to receive a
dynamically-varying signal.
III.

DOPPLER ANALYSIS

v r = relative velocity
c = velocity of light
r
a = line of sight vector
The total Doppler on f rx can be factored into
f carr = f rel _ vel + f sat _ clk + f rx _ clk + f errors

(2)

where f rel _ vel represents the Doppler due to the relative
velocity between the satellite and the receiver, f sat _ clk
represent the Doppler due to Satellite clock errors,
f rx _ clk is due to receiver clock errors, f errors is due to
atmospheric and other errors. Due to its lower frequency,
the Doppler on the code is 1540 times less than the carrier.
f code = f carr / 1540

(3)

The INS measurements can rate-aid the carrier and code
tracking loops to reduce the dynamic stress. The aiding
will significantly reduce the loop bandwidths. As a result,
the thermal noise and interferences are mitigated resulting
in the improvement in the accuracy of the measurements;
the tracking thresholds also can be improved. However,
the factors that limit the bandwidth of the loops is
determined by how accurately the IMU derived Doppler
measurements can be obtained. Any errors in the
calibration of inertial sensor errors by the integration
Kalman filter translate to aiding Doppler errors which in
turn limit the bandwidth reduction. The INS estimated
Doppler frequency is given as
f INS = f rel _ vel + f sys _ errors + f stoc_ errors

(4)

where f sys _ errors is due to residual inertial bias from the
integration Kalman filter, and f stoc_ errors is due to the
stochastic errors from the inertial sensors.
The INS aiding cancels the Doppler due to relative
velocity leading to
carr
f ultra
− tight = f carr − f INS

The received carrier Doppler frequency on L1 is given as
r
 v a
frx = ftx 1 − r  and fcarr = ftx − frx
c 

where

f tx = 1575 . 42 e6

= f sat _ clk + f rx _ clk + ferrors − f sys _ errors − f stoc _ errors
(5)

(1)
As the carrier frequency aids the code loop, the code
Doppler is given as
code
f ultra
−tight =

carr
f ultra
− tight

1540

(6)
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Fig. 1. Ultra-tight GPS/INS configuration

Therefore, the code tracking loop needs to track this
Doppler for continuous tracking.

IV.

SIMULATION & RESULTS

Simulation experiments performed for some of our
previous studies [10] [11] [12] are summarized in this
paper. A reference trajectory shown in Fig. 2 is generated
using GPSoftTM . The trajectory comprises the following
segments: acceleration, pitch up, roll, 90 deg turns, straight
leveling. Inertial sensor measurements are derived from
this trajectory and added with 10.0 mg acc. bias and 1.0
deg/sec gyro bias. The performance of both the loops is
shown in Fig. 5. In unaided configuration, the carrier
tracking bandwidth is set at 13 Hz, whereas the code
tracking bandwidth is set at 3 Hz with a 0.25 chips
spacing, and the experiments are performed. The results in
Figs. 3 and 4 shows that both the loops loose lock. Under
ultra -aided configuration, with carrier and code
bandwidths set at 3 Hz and 1 Hz respectively, the same
experiments are again performed, and the results in Figs. 3
and 5 shows the loops maintain lock even in dynamic
signal conditions.

Fig. 2. Receiver Trajectory

Fig. 3. Conventional vs. ultra-tight carrier tracking loop
performance

Fig. 4. Unaided code loop

V.

Fig. 5. Ultra-tight aided code loop

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Ultra -tight integration systems can provide a more robust
performance than loosely and tightly coupled GPS/INS
systems. However, the quality of the aiding Doppler
signal derived from the inertial navigation system must be
high if this configuration is to be effective. Consequently
the performance can become sub-optimal if the correlation
parameters due to Doppler estimation are inaccurate.
There are two approaches to mitigate this effect:
navigation Kalman filter and in-channel processing. The
latter method, due to its simpler structure, has been
implemented. A software GPS receiver is used to optimize
the tracking loop.
Simulation experiments have demonstrated that the
correlations in the tracking loop due to inaccurate Doppler
estimation from the INS can be mitigated using the
proposed tracking loop structure. The concepts of ultra tight integration and the algorithms for the modified
tracking loop structure have been described. The results of
preliminary investigations are encouraging and this
method may prove to be an attractive solution, especially
when using low cost inertial sensors.
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